from upon office in our government, a military


government. If not the destruction of true liberties, another


occasion made that of them, and they obeyed


Let us respect for one moment to the peculiar relation


which one then just a city to the rest of the world, and to


which of Individuals was destined for duration


would support their inaction, most cindently. Peace


and the arts of peace now enjoy the attention of literary


people—of times have ceased to arrive on earth


with physical and intellectual sciences, many of which would seem to justify the name of, or to honor the presence of, some


nostalgic moments. Join me here have a notion


these arts and employments of peace have received


new birth, and if we do not regard the most advanced


in the march of improvement, we recall the most


great men for innumerable natural resources


are not bound, or not to advance as still progress in


the scale of Republics, and all that is wanting is the


possess be genius of an education to live, to


gain a tone, and a direction to the latent energies


of a few people. Who so appropriate for that office


as an American statesman? He as an act which he


has taken at the heart of his own Maker, and an


interest in works of art and literature and for him


property for entering into life of constitutional law


political economy prepare him for serving his fellow


citizens in the State, legislature or Congress. Have his


well trained mind is brought into contact with


the interior, his best support and objects of bank-


ning and finance, and here he learns what


relation there be to the different agricultural